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Abstract. Multirobot systems have made tremendous progress in

exploration and surveillance. However, information gathering tasks

remain passive: the agents receive information from their sensors

without acting in order to gather it. In this paper, we present a model

and an algorithm for active information gathering using the infor-

mation relevance concept. In this model, robots explore, assess the

relevance, update their beliefs and communicate the appropriate in-

formation to relevant robots. To do so, we propose a distributed de-

cision process where a robot maintains a belief matrix representing

its beliefs and beliefs about the beliefs of the other robots. This deci-

sion process uses entropy and Hellinger distance in a reward function

to access the relevance of their beliefs and their divergence with the

other robots. This model allows to derive a policy for gathering in-

formation to make the entropy low and a communication policy to

reduce the divergence between robot’s beliefs. An experimental sce-

nario has been developed for an indoor information gathering mis-

sion. Our model has been compared to two different systems : one

without communication and one communicating each received ob-

servation. The results show that our approach is more efficient than

both systems.

1 Introduction

Robotic systems are increasingly used in surveillance and explo-

ration applications. In the future robots may assist humans and even-

tually replace them in dangerous areas. In these particular research

fields the main goal of the system is to gather information : the sys-

tem needs to create a complete and accurate view of the situation.

Therefore it must be able to identify lacking information and take

the necessary steps to collect it. However it is obviously not pro-

ductive that all the robots in the system try to collect all possible

information, just as it is not possible for the robots to communicate

all the information they have all the time. They should select pieces

of information to collect or to communicate depending on what they

already know and what other agents already know. Developing meth-

ods to allow robots to decide how to act and what to communicate is

a decision problem under uncertainty.

Classical framework and designs used to make exploration and

surveillance - such as Game Theory, Partially Observable Markov

Decision Processes - are usually not designed to have information

gathering as a goal. Information gathering is used as a mean to reach

another goal and is usually passive : the agent receives data about

its environment but does not act to collect specifically those data.

Some systems have been developed for mono-agent active informa-
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tion gathering but the plunge to multi-agent systems has not been

taken to our knowledge. We suggest in this paper a formal definition

of the relevance of a piece of information as well as a new model

dedicated to information gathering that is able to explore actively

its environment and communicate relevant information. The result is

a distributed decision model where each robot uses the information

relevance to derive an information communication policy. This ap-

proach has been implemented on a multirobot system. The system

has been compared to a system without communication and to a sys-

tem in which robots communicate each observation they receive at

each time step. The results show that our approach is more efficient

than both other approaches.

Section 2 presents some background. Section 3 presents the pro-

posed model to do active sensing with a multi-robot system. It de-

fines an agent-oriented relevance degree and describes an augmented

Partially Observable Markov Decision Process used in the system.

Finally, section 4 presents an implementation of the model on a sim-

ple indoor sensing problem.

2 Background and Related Work

Relevance

Robots situated in an environment perceive a huge amount of data

through their sensors. To reason on these data they need to process

them to extract higher-level features. However the interest of a fea-

ture for a given robot depends on several parameters such as the sit-

uation, the problem to be dealt etc. Since it is counterproductive to

communicate or to perform an action to collect non interesting infor-

mation, agents need to quantify the importance of a piece of infor-

mation according to the current situation. This degree of importance

is the relevance of information.

Borlund [7] defined two types of relevance : system-oriented rele-

vance and agent-oriented relevance. System-oriented relevance ana-

lyzes relevance regarding a request. The better the match between

information and the request, the greater the degree of relevance.

System-oriented relevance is used and studied in several Information

Retrieval Systems [3].

Agent-oriented relevance defines a link between information and

an agent’s needs. Information is relevant if it matches a specific need,

if it is informative and useful for an agent which receives it. However

the need may not be explicit. Floridi [10] argued that there were no

agent-oriented relevance theory and suggested a base of epistemic

relevance. In this study information is considered as an answer to a

query that an agent may ask. The degree of relevance of informa-

tion is defined proportionally to how it answers a question weighted

by the probability that the agent receiving information asks this ques-

tion. Roussel and Cholvy [21] deepened Floridi’s study in the context



of BDI agents and multimodal logic. They created a new operator to

model the relevance and defined some properties of this operator, set-

ting a theoretical base of relevance for logical models. This study is

based on propositional logic and does not enable to reason on im-

precise knowledge. To our knowledge, a theoretical base of agent-

oriented relevance is still missing to allow reasoning on imprecise

knowledge.

Active information gathering

Using relevance, a robot is able to decide if a piece of information is

interesting or not. Therefore it is able to perform active information

gathering. Active information gathering defines the fact that an agent

will act voluntarily to gather information and not just perceive pas-

sively its environment. In this context the agent has to make decisions

in an environment that it cannot perceive completely. One of the best

and commonly used models to deal with that kind of problem is Par-

tially Observable Markov Decision Process. Some studies have al-

ready been carried out to perform active perception using POMDPs.

Ponzoni et al. [17] suggested a mixed criterion for active percep-

tion as a mission to recognize some vehicles. The criterion is based

on an entropy function and a classical reward function to mix active

perception and more classical goals of POMDPs. Meanwhile Araya-

Lopez et al. [2] suggested a more general approach to use any reward

function based on belief state in POMDPs. These two approaches

proved the feasibility of such a system where information gathering

is the goal. However they are both mono-agent and are not applica-

ble to a multiagent system. To our knowledge there is no model of

multiagent system for active information gathering.It is obvious that

information gathering would be more efficient if it is done by several

agents instead of a single one. However, it is important that agents

are able to coordinate themselves to make the gathering efficient.

Multiagent active information gathering

Multiagent information gathering has gained interest in recent years,

particularly in the patrolling and exploration domains. However,

most of the patrolling system suggested in the literature are mod-

eled using Game Theory and research studies focused on the best

strategy for some patrolling agents to adopt [1] . These strategies are

usually deterministic and do not depend on the situation [4]. Even

if some strategies adopt some kind of random movements [16] they

can not adapt to a new situation. Multiagent exploration problems

are also well studied [15]. Ferranti et al. [9] suggested an algorithm

to make rapid exploration in small closed environment. They assume

that robots communicate using tags in the environment. Matignon

et al. [14] suggested a decision process based on Markov Decision

Processes (MDP) to make exploration, based on the fact that agents

are not always able to interact with each others. Both works address

the issue of coordination between agents. Robots sense their environ-

ment passively and their actions are not driven by information gather-

ing. Partially Observable Markov Decision Processes (POMDP), as

well as their multiagent extensions [23] are also often used to make

information gathering. However, solving a multiagent POMDP is a

problem NEXP-complete [5] and usually assume that communica-

tion is free and instantaneous. Therefore it is usually not possible to

apply those frameworks in real problems. Roth et al. [20] presented

an algorithm to take into account the communication cost in multia-

gent POMDPs. In this paper, the communication is considered only

during execution and should improve the performance of the system

: if it is useful for the system, an agent communicates all its history

of observations. There is no decision concerning the observations to

communicate. Information gathering is once again a means to reach

a goal and not the goal in itself.

3 The model

3.1 Definition of an agent-based relevance

Let’s assume an agent ai situated in an environment E . The envi-

ronment is modeled as a set of features of interest. Each feature is

described using a random variable Xk which can take values in its

domain DOM(Xk).
E = {Xk}

Let DOM(E) be the set of all possible values for all Xk ∈ E .

DOM(E) = {DOM(Xk)∀Xk ∈ E}

The agent ai has some beliefs BE
i concerning the features of inter-

est modeled as probability distributions over the Xk ∈ E .

BE
i,t = {bki,t∀Xk ∈ E}

with bki,t being the probability distribution of agent ai over the vari-

able Xk at time t. Let’s assume an agent receives observations con-

cerning the features of interest. When receiving a new observation,

agent ai updates its beliefs as follows : BE
i,t+1 = update(BE

i,t, ok)
[8, 25]

First of all we considered that observations received are true, that

is to say reflect the real state of the system and are not due to obser-

vational error. As a matter of fact, an observation cannot be relevant

if it is a false observation [10]. We discuss about assumption and the

way it is used in the decision process in section 3.2. Considering this

assumption, an observation ok is relevant for an agent ai if it matches

the following criteria:

1. agent ai is interested in the subject of the observation ok, that is

to say Xk

2. the observation ok is new for agent ai

3. if the observation ok is not new, it should render agent’s ai beliefs

more accurate

The first point is dealt with the way we represent agent’s beliefs :

if agent ai is interested in Xk then Xk is in agent’s ai beliefs. We

assume that an observation ok is new for agent ai if beliefs BE
i,t+1

and BE
i,t are distant from each other. In information gathering, the

Kullback-Leibler divergence [13] is often used to measure the dis-

similarity between two probability distributions. However, this mea-

sure is not symmetric and really difficult to bound. Therefore, we

decided to use instead the Hellinger distance[6], which quantifies the

similarity between two probability distributions. In addition of being

symmetric, the Hellinger distance is bounded between 0 and 1 which

simplifies its use in this problem.

Definition 1 An observation ok is new for agent ai at time t if and

only if

DH(BE
i,t||BE

i,t+1) > ǫ (1)

ǫ is a fixed problem-dependent threshold and DH(BE
i,t||BE

i,t+1) is

the Hellinger distance between the two belief states and defined by

DH(BE
i,t||BE

i,t+1) =
∑

Xk∈E

1√
2

√

√

√

√

n
∑

p=1

(
√

bki,t(xp)−
√

bki,t+1(xp))2

(2)



where bki,t(xp) is the belief of agent ai that the random variable Xk

takes value xp.

To model the accuracy of a belief BE
i,t, we use an entropy measure.

Definition 2 Belief BE
i,t+1 is more precise than belief BE

i,t if and only

if

H(BE
i,t+1) < H(BE

i,t) (3)

with H(BE
i,t) = −∑

Xk∈E

∑

xk∈DOM(Xk)
bi,t(xk)log(bi,t(xk)).

Given the previous definitions we may define the degree of rele-

vance as shown below :

Definition 3 The degree of relevance of an observation ok concern-

ing a random variable Xk for an agent ai, noted reli(ok), is given

by

reli(ok) = (1−δ)DH(BE
i,t||BE

i,t+1)+δ
H(BE

i,t)−H(BE
i,t+1)

Hmax

(4)

with BE
i,t+1 = update(BE

i,t, ok), Hmax is the maximum entropy, and

δ is a weight associated to the dynamism of the system.

Because the Hellinger distance is bounded, it is easy to show that the

above relevance degree is also bounded.

3.2 Decision Process for multiagent active
information gathering

Let a multiagent system be defined as a tuple

〈E ,AG,B,D〉 with E being the environment as defined previously,

AG being the set of agents, B being the set of all agent’s beliefs on

the environment and D being the set of all agent’s decision functions

D = {Di, ∀i ∈ AG}. Each Di is represented as a Factored Partially

Observable Markov Decision Process (FPOMDP)[11].

A POMDP is a tuple 〈S,A,O, T , ω,R, b0〉 with

• S is a set of states, corresponding to the joint instantiations of the

random variables Xk ∈ E .

• A is a set of epistemic actions [22]

• O is the set of observations

• T is the transition function, defined as in [11]. For more informa-

tion on how to represent it, see [24] and [19].

• ω is the observation function, defined as in [19].

• R is the reward function

• b0 is the initial belief state

Set of actions

We consider two type of actions : look for the value of a particular

random variable (Explore-type actions) and communicate a set of

observations to a set of agents (Communicate-type actions):

A = {Exp(Xk), ∀Xk ∈ E}∪
{Comm(O,Ag), ∀O ⊂ O, ∀Ag ⊂ AG}

The size of the action set is :

|A| = |AExplore|+ |ACommunicate| (5)

|A| = |E|+ (2|O| − 1)× (2|AG| − 1) (6)

It is obvious that this amount will create combinatorial explosion

even with a small number of observations and agents. It is however

possible to reduce the size of the action set with a reasonable hypoth-

esis. We may assume the simple case where an agent communicates

only one observation to one other agent. In that case equation 5 be-

comes

|A| = |E|+ |O| × |AG| (7)

In the remainder of this paper we will only consider this simpli-

fied Communication-type action. However one should note that

the model is still valid if one needs to relax the hypothesis.

Set of observations

In a Partially Observable Markov Decision Process, an agent doesn’t

know exactly the current state of the system. It only receives observa-

tions when performing actions, which are only indications about the

current state. So the agent may estimate the current state from the his-

tory of observations it received. When performing an Explore-type

action, the agent receives an observation concerning the random vari-

able it is trying to sense. This OExplore set of observations depends

on the problem considered. When performing a Communicate-

type action the agent receives an observation stating that the mes-

sage has been properly sent or not. Therefore two observations are

possible for any Communicate-type action:

OCommunicate = {okMsg, nokMsg}

Maintaining a belief state

The agent doesn’t know the exact current state of the system. It only

has observations about it. Therefore it should maintain some beliefs

concerning this current state. In the context of multiagent information

gathering, an agent should not only have beliefs about the state of the

environment but also about the other agents. As a matter of fact, to

avoid agents exploring the same areas and to enable them to choose

the most relevant observation to communicate, they should model the

knowledge of other agents in their own belief state. Thus we defined

an extended belief state as following :

Definition 4 Let an extended belief state of an agent ai at time t be

defined as following :

Bi,t = BE
i,t ∪ Bj,E

i,t (8)

with BE
i,t = {bi,ki,t , ∀Xk ∈ E} being the beliefs of agent ai con-

cerning the environment E and Bj,E
i,t = {bj,ki,t , ∀Xk ∈ E} being the

beliefs of agent ai concerning the beliefs of agent aj concerning the

environment.

Let’s note that B
j,E
i,t is an approximation of BE

j,t. We may use a ma-

trix representation. Rows represent the different random variables de-

scribing the environment and columns represent agent’s i beliefs on

each agent’s beliefs, including itself :

Bi,t =



















b
1,1
i,t . . . b

j,1
i,t . . . b

i,1
i,t . . . b

|AG|,1
i,t

...
...

...
...

b
1,k
i,t . . . b

j,k
i,t . . . b

i,k
i,t . . . b

|AG|,k
i,t

...
...

...
...

b
1,|E|
i,t . . . b

j,|E|
i,t . . . b

i,|E|
i,t . . . b

|AG|,|E|
i,t



















(9)

To keep an accurate representation of the current state of the sys-

tem an agent has to update its beliefs regularly. An update will occur

in three cases :



1. the agent receives a new observation from its sensors after an

Explore action. It updates its own beliefs concerning the envi-

ronment : BE
i,t+1.

2. the agent receives a new observation from agent aj . It updates

its own beliefs BE
i,t+1 as well as its beliefs concerning agent aj :

Bj,E
i,t+1.

3. the agent sends an observation to agent aj . It updates its beliefs

concerning agent aj : Bj,E
i,t+1.

In all cases the update Bx,E
i,t+1 = update(Bx,E

i,t , ok),ok being the ob-

servation received, is made as usual in Partially Observable Markov

Decision Processes :

Bi,t+1(s
′) =

ω(ok, s
′, a)

∑

s∈S p(s′|s, a)Bi,t(s)
∑

s∈S

∑

s′′∈S ω(ok, s′′, a)p(s′′|s, a)bi,ki,t

(10)

In the matrix representation, the columns that may be updated are:

Bi,t+1 =
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i,t+1 . . . b

i,|E|
i,t+1 . . . b
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Reward function

The best action to perform at a given time is set by a policy, computed

considering a relevance based reward function. This reward function

defines the reward an agent may receive by performing action a in

state s. However in an information gathering context we are not inter-

ested in reaching some special state of the system but gathering and

communicating relevant observations. Therefore the reward function

is defined on the belief states of the agent and not on the real states of

the system. An agent is rewarded if it collects observations that are

relevant for itself and if it communicates observations that are rele-

vant for other agents. In order to prevent agent to communicate false

information, we weight the relevance of an observation by the prob-

ability that this observation may be true. This belief is given by the

probability of receiving the observation in the state s considered mul-

tiplied by the agent’s belief that the state s is the current state. On top

of that, agents should ensure that they have homogeneous beliefs. As

a matter of fact, agents having different beliefs means that one agent

at least is wrong. Therefore the reward function for communication

includes a term to ensure that the different between agent’s own be-

liefs and its beliefs on beliefs of other agents are low. The reward

function is thus defined as follows:

R(Bi,t, Exp(Xk)) =
∑

s∈S

∑

ok∈O Bi,t(s)ω(ok, s, a)reli(ok)− CExp(Xk)
(11)

R(Bi,t, Comm(ok, aj)) =
∑

s∈S Bi,t(s)ω(ok, s, a)relj(ok)

+γ(DH(BE
i,t||Bj,E

i,t )−DH(BE
i,t+1||Bj,E

i,t+1))

−CComm(ok,aj)

(12)

with CExplore(Xk) and CCommunicate(ok,aj) being the costs of

taking the Explore or Communicate action and Bi,t(s) being the

belief of agent ai that state s is the current state. This cost may rep-

resent battery loss, bandwith used etc.

Resolution

To solve the POMDP presented above, we can rely on classic MDP

algorithms. As a matter of fact, actions are epistemic and so don’t

modify the real state of the system. Therefore it is possible to trans-

form our POMDP into a Belief MDP defined as a tuple < ∆,A, τ >

where :

• ∆ is the new state space. It correspond directly to the belief state

space in the initial POMDP. ∆ = Bi

• A is the same state of actions as previously defined

• τ is the new transition function defined as following

The transition function τ of the Belief MDP is defined as following

:

τ(Bi,t, a,Bi,t+1) =

{ ∑

s∈S

∑

ok∈Ut
ω(ok, s, a)Bi,t(s) if Ut 6= ∅

0 otherwise

where Ut = {ok ∈ O, such as, Bi,t+1 = update(Bi,t, ok)} is the

set of all observations enabling the transition from state Bi,t to state

Bi,t+1 , ω(ok, st, a) is the observation function of the POMDP and

Bi,t(st) is the belief of agent ai that the current state is st.

The value function corresponding to this Belief MDP is defined as

following:

V (Bi,t) = R(Bi,t) + max
a∈A

∫

B′

i,t

τ(Bi,t, a,B′
i,t)V (B′

i,t) (13)

Using discretization techniques (by discretizing the probability dis-

tributions) we may transform equation 13 in :

V (Bi,t) = R(Bi,t) + max
a∈A

∑

B′

i,t
∈Samples

τ(Bi,t, a,B′
i,t)V (B′

i,t)

(14)

Then, any technique from the literature may be used to solve this

belief-MDP [18] [12]. However, we face a problem of scalability.

Indeed, the size of the state space grows exponentially with the num-

ber of variables. To overcome this issue, we can exploit the structure

of the problem considered. In a lot of surveillance and exploration

applications, some variables are independent from the others. There-

fore the set of variables can be divided into independent subsets of

variables.

S = {Si}
such as ∀j, k, ∀Xn ∈ Sj , ∀Xm ∈ Sk, Xn and Xm are independent.

In a similar way, the probability to receive an observation often de-

pends on a given subset of variables. The observation function can

also be divided. Using these assumptions, it is possible to build sev-

eral independent sub-MDPs, to compute an optimal policy on these

sub-MDPs and then to build the global policy again.

4 Experiments

The model has been implemented on a exploration application : two

robots have to explore an environment made of 4 zones connected

to each others. For each zone, two observations are possible : emp-

tyRoom and notEmptyRoom. The optimal policy has been computed

using different probabilities to obtain a false observation (referred

as ”threshold”). The system has been simulated 50 times with each



set of parameters. To compute the solution, we used custom imple-

mentation of a value-iteration algorithm. To evaluate the policy, we

measured the evolution of the belief’s entropy during the exploration.

We compared the results with those obtained using a system without

communication (referred as ”no communication system”) and using

a system where agents communicate each observation they receive

immediately (referred as ”dummy communication system”). Results

are presented on figures 1c, 1b and 1a. We observe that our system

performs better in the three cases. Indeed, it enables to obtain a lower

belief’s entropy, that is to say a better belief state with regards to in-

formation gathering. It is also faster to obtain a good belief state.

These results seem to prove that a relevant communication is better

than no communication, which was expected, but also than a dummy

communication. This latest result is more surprising but can finally

be explained. Indeed, in a system with dummy communication, the

agents will communicate all the observations they receive includ-

ing observations created after an observational error. Therefore, false

observations will be spread among the system. In our approach, the

agent communicates an observation only if its beliefs support this

observation enough. Therefore, our system is more resistant to ob-

servational errors.

5 Conclusion and Prospects

We have introduced a new model of agent-based relevance as well as

a decision process to make active information gathering with a mul-

tiagent system. Each agent computes the relevance of an observation

regarding itself or another agent to decide whether it should explore

a particular zone or communicate this observation. The relevance of

an observation is a compromise between the novelty, modeled by

Hellinger distance, and the certainty of an observation, modeled by

Entropy measure. Therefore it may be tuned depending on the en-

vironment considered. In static environment, as presented in the ex-

periments, the certainty of an observation is more important than its

novelty. However, in a highly dynamic environment, the novelty of

an information may be the most important. The system has been im-

plemented and tested on real robots. Results show that this approach

is more efficient than a fully-communicating system.

The decision process we described focuses on relevance and rea-

soning on belief states to make active information gathering. In the

system presented in this paper, an agent is able to communicate any

observation from the observations set if it is relevant. Therefore, an

agent may communicate an observation it has never directly received.

Future works would maintain a history of observations received and

allow an agent to communicate only observations it has previously

received. Moreover, the beliefs about the beliefs of other agents are

updated only when there is an explicit communication. We plan to

work on a less naive method : since the same policy is used by all

agents, we may update those beliefs more often by assuming the ac-

tion taken by other agents. Finally, this work focuses on epistemic-

POMDPs, that is to say POMDPs where the agents’ actions don’t

modify the real state of the system. Future works would consider the

integration of this model in non-epistemic POMDPs and take into

account agents’ variables such as its position.
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(a) Threshold = 90

(b) Threshold = 80

(c) Threshold = 70

Figure 1: Evalutation of the three policies at different thresholds.

The X-Axis represents the iterations. The Y-Axis is the entropy.


